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Farm Bill Information 

 

  The ending of the 2014 Farm Bill and the anticipation and creation of a new Farm Bill are both 

intense concerns for River Valley District producers, as well as producers across the entire U.S.  

Two of the biggest topics within the Farm Bill are crop insurance and commodity programs (i.e. 

Agricultural Risk Coverage/Price Loss Coverage). Luckily, crop insurance has managed to make 

it through into legislation relatively unchanged, albeit the talk of eliminating crop insurance was 

very intimidating at one time. As far as commodity programs, ARC (Agricultural Risk 

Coverage) and PLC (Price Loss Coverage) are still being “processed,” for lack of better 

terminology. Producers were typically convinced in 2014 to choose ARC due to the fact the first 

year payment was usually higher than PLC. The one exception was sorghum, which had a higher 

number of producers who chose PLC for sorghum, which had a higher MYA (Marketing Year 

Average) price than corn.   

Typically, younger and more tenacious producers chose ARC, while older, more risk-adverse 

producers typically chose PLC. PLC typically paid more for producers over the past few years.  

Granted, grain prices have fallen drastically since the initiation of the 2014 Farm Bill. When 

asked what a producer should choose, I like to remind producer’s that we use a decision tool on 

AgManager to assist with this process. Moreover, a suggestion I have for those producers 

farming ground with differing farm numbers, is to “hedge” or “offset” your decision by enrolling 

a portion of a given crop in PLC and a portion in ARC. Again, this can only be done on land 

with differing farm numbers for that given crop. More than likely, your FSA office will have 

more detailed information about other considerations for the enrollment process. Listed below 

are a few of the proposed changes considered by either the House of Representatives or the 

Senate: 

 

 ARC-CO (county) yields are currently based on NASS/RMA/Committee data, however, the 

House is wanting to shift to utilizing RMA data first and keeping a yield update for drought-

affected counties. The Senate is proposing a shift to the data source with greatest National 

coverage first, and then creating a trend-adjusted 5-year Olympic Average (also known as a 

truncated average or the removal of outlying numbers). 

 ARC-CO (county) payments, according to the current law, are based on administrative 

county, but the Senate is proposing to change that to a shift to the geographic county. This is 

due in part to the fact many producers on county borders may or may not have received 

payments when the neighbor in the other county right across the way in the neighboring 

county may have received a payment. 

 Conservation current enrollment cap is set at 24 million acres with the existing law and the 

House is proposing to change that to 29 million acres. The Senate version expands cap to 25 

million, reduce maximum rental rate to 88.5% from 100%. Senator Thune’s amendment 

language may be added to the Conservation programs to create separate Soil Health and 

Income Protection Program for short-term land retirement.  



For more information, contact Tyler Husa, Crop Production Agent or Brett Melton, Livestock 

Production Agent in the Concordia River Valley Extension Office by calling (785) 243-8185 or 

emailing thusa@ksu.edu or bmelton@ksu.edu. 
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